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at Bernies Music Land!at Bernies Music Land!at Bernies Music Land!at Bernies Music Land!at Bernies Music Land!

TERM 1

M on 7/2 - 4/4 8 weeks

Holiday: M on 14/3

Tues 1/2 - 5/4 10 weeks

Wed 2/2 - 6/4 10 weeks

Thu 3/2 - 7/4 10 weeks

Fri 4/2 - 8/4 10 weeks

Sat 5/2 - 9/4 10 weeks

TERM 2

M on 2/5 - 27/6 8 weeks

Holiday: 13/6

Tues 3/5 - 28/6 9 weeks

Wed 27/4 - 29/6 10 weeks

Thu 28/4 - 30/6 10 weeks

Fri 29/4 - 1/7 10 weeks

Sat 30/4 - 2/7 10 weeks

TERM 3

Mon 18/7 - 19/9 10weeks

Tues 19/7 - 20/9 10weeks

Wed 20/7 - 21/9 10weeks

Thu 21/7 - 22/9 10weeks

Fri 22/7 - 23/9 10weeks

Sat 23/7 - 24/9 10weeks

TERM 4

Mon 10/10 - 19/12 11weeks

Tues 11/10 - 20/12 10weeks

Holiday: Tues 1/11

Wed 12/10 - 21/12 11weeks

Thu 13/10 - 15/12 10 weeks

Fri 14/10 - 16/12 10 weeks

Sat 15/10 - 17/12 10 weeks

TUITION FEES 2011TUITION FEES 2011TUITION FEES 2011TUITION FEES 2011TUITION FEES 2011

We are pleased to offer term-by-term lessons. This
allows you to lock in a time that suits you best and
enjoy this regular lesson time.
Lesson fees are paid per term, in advance or on the
date of the first lesson. A deposit of $50 is required
when booking a new lesson time or re-enrolling for
the next term, to guarantee your time. This is deducted
from the term’s fees. Fees can be paid by; cash, Visa
or Mastercard, EFTPOS, cheque or direct deposit. A
late fee of $25 will be incurred if term fees are not
paid by due date.

First Consultations (for new students) of 30
minutes can be booked for $35, paid prior to the
lesson.

Private Lessons (each):
    ½ Hour   45 mins 1 hour

Beginner to Grade 1    $27.90   $39.80 $53.50
Grade 2 to Grade 4     $29.80   $44.80 $58.60
Advanced Gr 5 to 7         -   $49.80 $64.80
Performance Gr 7+         -   $54.80 $68.90

Please chat with your teacher to ensure you have
the appropriate lesson length to support your
development.



We look forward to having you
as part of Bernies Music School!

Cut here

WelcomeWelcomeWelcomeWelcomeWelcome

Please read the following carefully:
1.  Full terms music fees are to be paid prior to the first lesson of
each new term. Late payment fee is $25.
2.  Practice at home is essential for your development and your
teacher will give you a recommendation.
3. To ensure progress, students must have an appropriate
practice instrument at home. Bernies Music Land offers special
rental packages to help.
4.  Students must be with the same teacher for minimum of 6
months of lessons prior to submitting for exam entry. Students
planning for an exam will require longer or additional lessons.
This will be communicated and standard fees will apply.
5. Unfortunately we are not able to provide credits or refunds for
missed or cancelled lessons. The teacher is booked to be here
at the time reserved for you and has a full schedule of classes.
6.  Photocopying of Copyright music is illegal and heavy fines
apply. Music that is currently for sale is not, by law, permitted to
be copied. Bernies Music Land does not allow photocopied
material on the premises and accepts no responsibility on any
teachers or students behalf for infringement of this Copyright Law.
7. To protect the lovely instruments, please do not bring food or
drink into the store.
8. Please discuss with your child’s teacher whether it is
appropriate or beneficial for a parent to sit in with your child’s
lessons.
9. Extra children are not allowed into lessons. Please make
arrangements for additional children to be supervised.
10. Please arrange for the drop-off and collection of your children
as we are unable to take responsibility.
11.  Students are encouraged to participate in Bernies Music
School concerts, held in Winter and before Christmas. We ask
you to support this great experience.
12. The store’s front entrance is a busy place and, for your safety,
free parking is available in the car parks on both sides of the
building. Please leave the front door parking free at all times.
13.  Bernies Music School reserves all rights of acceptance.

Thank you for your consideration.

Bernies Music SchoolBernies Music SchoolBernies Music SchoolBernies Music SchoolBernies Music School
ENROLMENT       RE-ENROLMENTENROLMENT       RE-ENROLMENTENROLMENT       RE-ENROLMENTENROLMENT       RE-ENROLMENTENROLMENT       RE-ENROLMENT

Student Name:..................................................................................

.............................................      Age:................... (or         Adult)

Address:............................................................................................

............................................................................. Post code............

Phone:...............................................................................................

Email: ...............................................................................................

Guardian / Emergency: ....................................... Ph: ......................

Practice Instrument:          Piano          Keyboard           Organ

Brand: ................................................   Model: ...............................

Your Details:

Your Lesson:

Confirmation:

      Piano         Church organ         Home organ

Level:  ........................................................................................

Day: .....................................................  Time: ..........................

Teacher: ....................................................................................

       30 minutes          45 minutes          I Hour

$50 DEPOSIT

       Paid cash / cheque

Please debit my:                  Visa                Mastercard

Card No #   _  _  _  _     _  _  _  _     _  _  _  _     _  _  _  _

Expiry  _  _    /  _  _    Security Numbers (Reverse): _ _ _

        I have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions

of Bernies Music School 2011

Signature ................................................................

Bernies Music SchoolBernies Music SchoolBernies Music SchoolBernies Music SchoolBernies Music School
TERMS & CONDITIONS 2011TERMS & CONDITIONS 2011TERMS & CONDITIONS 2011TERMS & CONDITIONS 2011TERMS & CONDITIONS 2011

BenefitsBenefitsBenefitsBenefitsBenefits of Learning of Learning of Learning of Learning of Learning

at Bernies Music Schoolat Bernies Music Schoolat Bernies Music Schoolat Bernies Music Schoolat Bernies Music School

ê Excellent teachers to encourage, inspire and assist

with your musical development

ê Great lesson rooms, with beautiful new pianos and

organs to play on

ê Free Bernies Music School Winter and Christmas

Concerts - a wonderful performance opportunity and you
can bring your family and friends along to share in the
enjoyment of making music with us!

ê 10% Discount on all music books

ê Free practice facilities - visit during open hours and

we’ll find a lovely instrument for you to play.

ê Exclusive discounts on musical instruments plus

bonuses on advertised specials

ê Free MusiClub newsletters plus invitations to musical

events like Players Nights and Concerts with guest artists

Welcome to a wonderfully fun
and rewarding musical experience.
Bernies Music School invites you to join
us and bring the enjoyment of music to your life. No
matter how basic or advanced, Bernies Music School
welcomes you to our classes.
Our piano and organ lessons are focused on your
enjoyment and we can also offer examination syllabi
including ANZCA, AMEB and Trinity Guildhall.
Bernies Music School is an exciting place to learn - with
regular musical events and exciting new instruments
for you to experience!
Lessons are available Monday to Saturday plus Friday
evening. A team of five excellent, friendly teachers are
available so your musical experience will be enjoyable.
These lessons are one-on-one to ensure your
development and support.
Enrol today for a fun year of music making!



Bernstein upright pianos

offer impressive tonal

performance and dynamic

response in their sizes.

They are built for

excellent durability,

comfort and good looks.

Applause

Allegro

At last, a Baby Grand that performs! The Bernstein Baby

Grand has the best feel of any piano of its size. It

features a comfortable action and a multi-dimensional

soundboard for impressive dynamic performance.  Ideal

for home and available in various colours.

Whether you are just beginning the piano or have played

for many years, this 161cm grand provides a wonderful

playing experience.  A well-loved size for home, studio or

small entertainment venue.

The Bernstein Conservatory grand gives exceptional

brilliance. It is the result of a refined design and is

constructed of the highest quality materials. Extra string

length and larger soundboard enable it to speak with

superb clarity and offer an outstanding tonal range. It

has magnificent power and has impressed many concert

audiences in Australia! At 178cm size.

Baby

Conservatory Grand

Since 1981, Bernstein Pianos have offered Australians high

performance instruments at affordable prices. The European

parts and quality design of a Bernstein piano ensure great

playing enjoyment for pianists of all levels. In 2006, Bernstein

has announced the launch of its new Bernstein ‘Hailun’

series of exceptional grand and upright pianos.

The Bernstein Hailun series pianos are manufactured at

Ningbo in China. Since the 1950s this factory has been

producing frames and parts for piano manufacturers world-

wide. In 1986, Mr. Hailun Chen purchased this factory and,

with his extensive engineering experience, Mr. Chen’s unique

parts became highly demanded worldwide.

Mr. Chen developed his factory to complete the full stages of

piano assembly, which seemed a natural transition with his

efficient workforce of 800 people. He invested significant

money into state-of-the-art machinery not just to replicate

designs, but also to refine designs to an even higher

standard. The pianos from this factory have experienced

great success in Europe and are now available to the

American and Australian markets. On August 16, 2005 the

first Chinese-made concert grand piano was featured in the

Viennese Golden Concert Hall for a German peace celebration.

This piano was a Hailun grand piano. Musico is very pleased

to introduce the Bernstein Hailun series to Australia.

In 2008, Mr. Hailun Chen visited Australia to reinforce his

committment to providing Australians with premium

performance pianos. 2009 places Hailun amongst the world’s

largest piano manufacturers.

Please come and experience the outstanding range of new

Bernstein Hailun pianos. They truly are Affordable

Excellence continuing Bernsteins philosophy of New

Horizons in Piano Performance.

This 115cm model is the first in the Bernstein Hailun

upright piano range. A compact instrument, with very good

tone and response for its size. This model is popular for

homes where space and budget is a premium.

This 121cm model offers greater string length and

soundboard area for improved dynamic response and

power. It is a popular and elegant model for home or studio.

This 123cm model offers

a professional action and

extended dynamic

capabilities. Ideal for

high performance in

compact rooms.

Elegance
This model offers the same specifications as the Allegro, in

a stunning cabinet with elegant curved legs (below).

Hailun Series
Bernstein grand pianos offer affordable excellence. They

provide impressive tonal characteristics throughout the

range from the Baby to the Conservatory models. Key

repetition is excellent. Play these instruments softly and

you experience a a rich, smooth tone. Play with force and

they really come to life.

Bernstein 178 Tops French Piano Tests
The Bernstein 178 was awarded 6 stars - the highest accolade

- in renowned French Piano Testing. Request a copy of the

test today!

®

Baby Elegance

Classic

The specifications of the Baby grand model, in a charming

cabinet with delicate curved legs and cabinetry detail.

Europa H-1
A sleek new European design with power to match.

Ovation
Advanced technology allows this professional piano to

give stunning power and crisp performance. Be impressed!

Semi-Concert Grand now available!

Upright Pianos Grand Pianos

Avanti

131 Encore
Just arrived! Professional in power output, dynamic range,

action response and styling. Outstanding value.



The stunning good looks of a Bernstein piano will delightfully

compliment any home or studio. Timber finishes are enhanced

by numerous layers of quality lacquer, and satin finishes

benefit from a delicate finishing process. Various colours and

finishes provide you with a great choice. It’s easy to find the

Bernstein piano that is comfortable and ideal for you.

Your Bernstein piano is not only created to sound impressive

for many years, but also to look stunning for generations.

Accessories for Bernstein Hailun Series pianos includes a

range of matching piano stools. Please consult your Bernstein

dealer to select your preferred option.

Distributed in Australia by:
Musico Pty Ltd 381 Canterbury Rd Ringwood VIC 3134

PH. (61 3) 9872 5122  FAX. (61 3) 9872 5127

sales@musico.com.au

Your local dealer is:

Phone. 03 9872 5122

381 Canterbury Road, Ringwood VIC 3134

(Mel. 63 D1, Near Heatherdale Road)

www.musicland.com.au

Tuning Pin Block: The Bernstein Hailun series

features a pin block constructed of 19 layers of laminated

timber. The tuning pins are a high quality reverse torque

part that ensures tuning stability. The tuning plank is then

drilled by a digitally controlled machine for perfect

accuracy. This process ensures your piano’s reliability for

many years to come.

Soundboard Crown: To ensure long life, the

soundboard crown on Bernstein Hailun pianos is tapered

and the soundboard liner is cut with a highly-advanced,

5-axis machine, which keeps soundboard tension secure

and the crown of your piano stable. This process is

renowned for consistency and stability and is not often

available in very affordable instruments.

Production Line: Hailun exclusively uses Toyo

machinery, imported from Japan, to ensure precision in

piano manufacturing and assembly. No other piano

manufacturer in China is known to operate this standard of

machinery.

Felts: For a comfortable and responsive action, Hailun

has imported superior felts from England and Australia for

the Bernstein Hailun pianos.

Soundboard:  To produce a resonant, beautiful sound,

Bernstein Hailun series pianos feature three-layers of

soundboard, constructed of German Spruce and laminated

with Russian Veneer. As sound waves travel at such a high

speed, a three-layered soundboard lets soundwaves

circulate in the piano; sound waves are circulated along

the soundboards to give the true ‘singing’ quality of a

good piano.

Reinforcement: To enhance the durability of your

instrument, the Bernstein Hailun series feature metal key

bed reinforcement and a metal action rail. This supports the

action assembly and reduces long-term servicing of your

piano.

Of Bernstein Hailun Series pianos include;

Hailun Series

Cabinets & Accessories

Upright and

®

®

Grand Pianos

Affordable
 excellence...

Key
Features

Hailun

Sales of Bernstein pianos contribute to the

development of active music making for all Australians



Award Winning Keyboards!

Hammond have now exactly replicated the original B-3 design

specifications with the introduction of the New B-3.  The unique

B-3 sound is reproduced by a revolutionary newly designed

sound generator system (96DigitalToneWheels™), which

recreates all of those wonderful idiosyncrasies of the Tone Wheel

Generator which have eluded all previous digital systems.

It is by utilising several tone varying features that the B-3

performs so uniquely. Upper and lower pitch foldback subtly

effects the overall sound while probably the most important

and interesting feature is the nine key contact system operating

on each key. These contacts connect from each of the nine

drawbar pitches and by pressing a key slowly each pitch level

can be determined, high to low.  This mechanical contact

system is also responsible for Hammond´s famous key click

noise. The new B3 incorporates a complete mechanical contact

system, totally unique in a modern instrument.

The challenge for many years has been to recreate the look,

sound and feel of this legendary keyboard instrument. Only

Hammond has the qualifications and knowledge to accurately

achieve this. The B-3 is reborn.

THE NEW B-3THE NEW B-3THE NEW B-3THE NEW B-3THE NEW B-3PRO-LINE KEYBOARDSPRO-LINE KEYBOARDSPRO-LINE KEYBOARDSPRO-LINE KEYBOARDSPRO-LINE KEYBOARDS

B-3 PORTB-3 PORTB-3 PORTB-3 PORTB-3 PORTABLEABLEABLEABLEABLE

XK-3 SYSTEMXK-3 SYSTEMXK-3 SYSTEMXK-3 SYSTEMXK-3 SYSTEM

XK-1XK-1XK-1XK-1XK-1

Lower Manual

Stand

Pedal board

As pictured on the cover!

This incredible beast comes as several lightweight components.

It’s sheer delight to pack, unpack, set up and pull apart. Every

performers dream.

The steel legs and finishing make this model a stylish and mod-

ern showpiece for any stage or room. It’s an organ you just

won’t want to leave.

And it’s less expensive than the New B-3.

Yet, the B-3P sounds and plays exactly like our legendary

B-3. So whether you play jazz, pop or rock, isn’t it time

you travelled light?

Introducing the stage keyboards that you’ve been looking for.  Por-

table and stylish, the XK series feature that incredibly rich drawbar

sound unique to Hammond. Built-in features like Leslie, effects and

reverse-keys with memory make the Hammond keyboards the ideal

performance instrument.

In addition to authentic B-3 drawbar sound, the Hammond

pro-line keyboards have deluxe square-front keys to truly recreate

the look and feel of the B-3 keyboard. Other features include

adjustable drawbar foldback, selectable drawbar voicing, adjustable

rise and attack (key click). 11-pin Leslie speaker sockets on the

back of the XK-3c and 8-pin DIN on the XK-1 mean easy connec-

tion to your favourite Leslie speaker system.

Start your love of Hammond with the new XK-1. This keyboard

delivers incomparably fat and distinctively classic Hammond B3

sound in a compact package.

The XK-1 is a 61-note keyboard that features the most advanced

VASE III digital tone wheel generator to give fantastic power. It

has many of the outstanding sounds and features found in

Hammond’s famous XK-3 keyboard. Add this to a lightweight

cabinet, 8 extra voice sounds such as electric piano and real

Hammond drawbars. This makes the XK-1 the best buy in its

class. Yep, it’s all here and it’s all HAMMOND!

Here’s what you’ve been waiting for. The incredible new XK-3

proline keyboard can now be expanded into a two manual

ultra-portable Hammond Organ with bass pedals, authentic stand and

matching stool. Cool or what?

Expanding your XK-3 to an XK-33 takes just minutes. Using the

XLK kit involves nothing more complicated than plugging in a couple

of cables and dropping the XK-3 into the lower manual. That’s it! It

fits perfectly. No screws, no soldering, no hassle!

This upgrade offers phenomenal possibilities. Working musicians will

have a full-blown two manual (61-notes each) Hammond Organ that

will fit in the average family car. More importantly, it can be carried

and set up by one person. Wow! Because of the ease and speed of

converting the single manual XK-3 into a two manual XK-33, your

Hammond keyboard can be used as part of a multi-keyboard rig in a

band and, within minutes, turn the same keyboard into a B-3 style

instrument for the ideal Hammond lead, duo or trio gig.

Once you connect the second manual, the lower keyboard

automatically plays the lower split of the drawbar selection you’ve

created. Now you can play authentic ‘Hammond Chops’.

The beauty is that you can buy the XK-33 as a complete organ, or

you can buy it as an upgrade kit. You can buy it just the second

manual. Or you can buy just the bass pedals. You can create the set

up you’ve always dreamed of. Get authentic Hammond today.

XM-2 MODULEXM-2 MODULEXM-2 MODULEXM-2 MODULEXM-2 MODULE
The most advanced VASE III Digital tone wheel generator powers

this exciting NEW professional drawbar module.  It offers many

of the outstanding sounds and features of the famous XK-3

keyboard, partnered with the XM-2c Drawbar controller, giving

your MIDI-keyboard the incomparable sound of the legendary

Hammond B-3. Fast, user-friendly and real Hammond.

XK-3cXK-3cXK-3cXK-3cXK-3c

The award winning Hammond XK-3 just got better!

Hammond has listened to its player’s requests. The new XK-3c

stage Hammond sets the benchmark for Hammond players

worldwide. It now offers upper and lower split, vibrato and chorus

buttons, real time assignable MIDI controllers and improved Leslie

simulation! Hot features include:

- Waterfall keys with velocity

- Drawbars: 2 sets of 9 & 1 set of 2

- Unlimited polyphony

- Vase III sound generator creating 96 digital tonewheels

- Original B-3 reverse colour preset keys, unlimited polyphony

- Built-in next generation digital Leslie

- New redesigned dual tube amp for pre amplification and overdrive

- Reverb, Tone controls, Sustain, Pitch bend wheel & much more…

- Advanced deep editing features allow you to customise to your

perfect Hammond sound!

Mark 2

Just Released!



Why
aren’t you

playing a

REAL HAMMOND?

Distributed by:
Musico Pty Ltd 381 Canterbury Rd Ringwood VIC 3134

PH. (61 3) 9872 5122  FAX. (61 3) 9872 5127

musico@musicland.com.au

The New Hammond B-3

HAMMONDHAMMONDHAMMONDHAMMONDHAMMOND
HISTORYHISTORYHISTORYHISTORYHISTORY

Laurens Hammond on

the Hammond organ

Your local dealer is:

Phone. 03 9872 5122

381 Canterbury Road, Ringwood VIC 3134

(Mel. 63 D1, Near Heatherdale Road)

www.musicland.com.au

It may be hard to believe now, but one man was single-

handedly responsible for creating the entire organ and

keyboard world as we know it today. That man was

Laurens Hammond.

By the time Laurens Hammond died on July 3, 1973, there

were over thirty manufacturers of electric or electronic

organs. This figure would increase further towards the end

of the 1970s, as the demand for easy-play home organs

grew to incredible proportions.

Laurens Hammond had not just created a product, or even

an entire industry, with his Model A’ tonewheel organ in

1934; he had created a legend. This legend lives on

through Hammond’s continued determination to produce

instruments that offer the very best in quality - Laurens

may be no longer with us in body, but his spirit pervades

every activity of the Hammond Suzuki Company today.

Leslie 2101 / 2121Leslie 2101 / 2121Leslie 2101 / 2121Leslie 2101 / 2121Leslie 2101 / 2121
The new Leslie 2101 is a completely new

concept for the 21st century.  The rotary

unit is compact with multi-interface

options; 11 pin Leslie socket, 8 pin DIN

for XM-1/2 and the new XK-1 keyboard,

phono line IN, phono line OUT and

MIDI IN. With adjustable slow and fast

speeds, rise time, fall time and brake

time, Leslies have never been so

versatile. The 2121 is a stationary 15"

bass cabinet with 3 different inputs,

including an XLR/phono combined

input so you can plug your microphone

or another keyboard straight in.

Leslie 122XBLeslie 122XBLeslie 122XBLeslie 122XBLeslie 122XB
This Leslie tone cabinet is an exact

reproduction of the original 122 Leslie,

with the classic warm “valve” sound.

Now it has its own power source (no

longer powered by the organ), and it

has an 11pin socket, allowing you to

plug straight into the New B3, B3P and

the XK-3. The classic wooden cabinet is

a huge draw card for the aesthetic

appeal of instruments of days gone by.

2101 / 2121

122 XB

3300

NEW  Leslie 3300NEW  Leslie 3300NEW  Leslie 3300NEW  Leslie 3300NEW  Leslie 3300
Walnut Timber Cabinet now available!

Designed with the professional touring

musician in mind, this NEW single-channel Leslie features a

two-speed horn rotor using Hammond’s famous Ferro Fluid

driver and a bass rotor with a massive 15-inch woofer. It’s

powered with an ear shattering 300-watt RMS solid-state

amplifier with a vacuum tube pre-amp and can be connected

to most electronic organs / keyboards. Rugged and heavy-

duty, this Leslie is ideal for your next performance.

NEW LESLIE SPEAKERSNEW LESLIE SPEAKERSNEW LESLIE SPEAKERSNEW LESLIE SPEAKERSNEW LESLIE SPEAKERS

Sales of Hammond instruments contribute to the

development of active music making for all Australians

2101 Mark 2

Just Released!



The Johannus Monarke Series of

organs brings to you the ability to

design an organ ‘from drawing-

board to fingertips’. Audio systems

from 12 to 48 channels and beyond

create stunning realism. Johannus

can create the perfect organ for

your musical needs and acoustic

environment.  Bernies Music

Land’s on-staff consultant will work

with you from the design to the

installation of your new,

personalised instrument.

The Monarke range sets a new

benchmark in custom digital classic

organ design. It embraces the

pinnacle of Johannus’ dedicated

research and development to

reproduce the complexities of real

pipe sound with maximum clarity.

Classic Organs

World leaders in digital

classic organs for Church,

Cathedral, Home or Studio

Opus

Sweelinck

Vivaldi

Rembrandt

Exclusive Design

Makin

Monarke

Monarke Monarke Monarke Monarke Monarke CUSTOM DESIGN Series

When John Makin Pilling acquired the electronics

division of Compton Organs Ltd in 1970 his vision was to

reproduce the beautiful English Cathedral sound. Makin

have achieved impressive results in standard production

models as well as custom design organs. Today the

Makin company remains true to this philosophy.

Distributed in Australia by:

Johannus Client Support Services

Specialist Organ Consultant
For small or large organs it is important to get the right

advice for your needs and acoustic environment. To help,

Bernies Music Land has an on-staff consultant at your

service to find or create the perfect organ.

Buy A Key
Are you considering a classic organ for your church or

venue? Bernies Music Land can assist with fundraising

with their ‘Buy A Key’ project. The project encourages

your community to donate and ‘Buy A Key’. Their

contribution is recognised on a custom-designed poster

we provide for you and can be framed and displayed in

your venue. For more information please phone the classic

organ staff at Bernies Music Land on 9872 5122.

Musicians’ Workshops
Bernies Music Land conducts regular workshops to

promote classic organ and help church musicians better

understand and utilise the classic organ. Players of all

abilities are warmly welcomed to any of our evenings.

Monarke Rubens

PHONE: (03) 9872 5122

FAX: (03) 9872 5127

381 Canterbury Road, Ringwood VIC 3134

sales@musico.com.au

Rembrandt 377,397,497 AGO Platinum Edition

The 2010 Rembrandt Series incorporates many technical

and musical features previously reserved for the Monarke

Custom Series. A larger console accommodates lighted

drawstops, available in optional timber. Fine timbers and

stylish design combine wonderfully with the life-like sound

quality to produce a model range that is simply superior in

every respect.

Makin  Church Organs

Rembrandt Series

Sales of Johannus organs contribute to the

development of active music making for all Australians

Vivaldi SeriesVivaldi SeriesVivaldi SeriesVivaldi SeriesVivaldi Series
Johannus has made great advances in the realism of organ

sound with the new Vivaldi Series. New sampling technology

and re-designed audio systems have excited discerning

organists worldwide. Johannus has also incorporated a

historical voicing into the Vivaldi, with samples recorded from

Silbermann and Schnitger organs. Choose from Vivaldi 15 &

25 two manual models and Vivaldi 35 three manual organ.

Both Vivaldi 25 and 35 incorporate forward facing tweeters in

the music rests for a spacial effect never heard before.

Experience the inspirational sound of the Vivaldi Series today.



The Opus Series offers an

affordable range of organs

with no compromise in

quality or sound. Simple

but elegant console

designs combine with

new generation

technology to offer both

organist and listener

the classic organ sound at

a very reasonable price.

Opus / Studio 1
This is a single manual ‘positive’ style instrument that is both

practical and versatile. It includes an impressive stop list, auto

bass, independent accompaniment section and an incredible 3-

channel audio system. This makes the Opus 1 ideal for

locations where space is limited.

Opus 7 RACO
The Opus 7 RACO is a compact model with a slim-line console

and 30-note radiating concave pedal board. With 24 Romantic

and 24 Baroque stops, most organists will find the Opus 7

RACO practical both as a home or small chapel instrument.

Opus 15 RACO
Fully featured 2 manual, 29 stop organ with larger

specification,  rolltop cabinet and multiple voicings, making

the Opus 15 our most popular home and small church

instrument.

Opus 17, Opus 27/37 AGO
The Opus 17 and 27 models feature the new multi-intonation

technology with a practical range of stops, plus the versatility

of 4-channel audio. The  29-stop Opus 17 and the 36-stop

Opus 27 feature a voice selection and sound quality that has

made the Opus range one of the

most popular and value-for-

money series on the market. The

Opus 37 is a versatile 3-manual

instrument with 42 stops.This

includes 8 bright

tone stops on a third

choir manual.

Sweelinck Series

The timeless music of Sweelinck has inspired Johannus to

produce an instrument of fine sound performance and

aesthetic finish. Beautiful panelling and more

comprehensive stop lists make these organs pleasing to

to the ear as well as the eye.

The Sweelinck incorporates longer sound sample loops,

higher resolution and a superior digital-to-analogue

conversion structure to give these models a more life-like

character. All Sweelinck models incorporate multi-

intonation technology, giving you the perfect organ for

any music.

Sweelinck 17/27 AGO Platinum Edition
The Sweelinck range explores more of the Romantic

foundation stops and Baroque mutations within the organ

voice families. The Sweelinck 17 has 44 stops. The

Sweelinck 27 has 53 stops, including a bright solo reed

and a 32’ pedal stop, all specially selected for maximum

musical value on 2 manuals.

Sweelinck 37  AGO Platinum Edition
In addition to the magnificent sound capability of this

range, the Sweelinck 37 offers the organist 64 stops with

11 practical stops on the third manual. The 2010 Sweelinck

37 Platinum Edition incorporates seven new super

orchestral solo voices, particularly suited to

accompaniment; clarinet, oboe, trumpet, Baroque trumpet,

trombone, viola and tuba. Combine these with the

revolutionary new ASR-12 Adaptive Sound Reverb. You

will be astounded with the musicality.

Since 1969, Johannus Classic Organs have combined

dedicated organ building with centuries of traditional

European craftsmanship. In the mid 1990’s, Johannus made

the decision to select real-time digital sampling technology

for maximum realism in sound reproduction. The result has

been a high level of realism and musicality, which now sets

them well ahead of other manufacturers.

 Johannus organs are the instrument of choice for churches,

homes and institutions in over 80 countries. In 2003 they

moved to a new state- of- the- art factory in Ede, Holland,

supporting their commitment as Europes largest dedicated

classic organ builders.

Key Johannus Features;
* Real-time digital sampling technology for maximum

  realism of pipe organ sound. Hear the sound as it was

  recorded, note-by-note, not a computer simulation.

* Chiff  Dynamics mirror the characteristics of pipe chiff, and

give variable chiff under different playing conditions.

* Multi-channel audio systems with C-C# seperation for multi-

dimensional sound presence. Sweelinck and Rembrandt

models incorporate new X.1 audio systems for greater clarity.

* Multiple Voicings- Romantic, Symphonic and Baroque

voicings at the  touch of a button#.

* Multiple intonation settings on each voicing for

  maximum versatility. Select Classical, Solo, Hymn or

  Trio tonal settings to suit your choice of music#.

* Physiological Tone Control changes the timbre

  of the sound as the volume is changed via the

  expression pedals.

* pipeLIFE (TM) tuning system emulates the subtle

  changes in tuning that occur when playing a pipe organ.

* 24-bit digital sound quality for maximum clarity.

* Programmable capture system with multi-level

   memories for versatility.

* MIDI compatibility.  * ASR-12 3D reverberation.

* Intonat Software to regulate the level and timbre of

  each note on each stop for the best musical result

  in any location.

* Easy menu system for fast access to organ controls#.

* Ten years parts & five years labour warranty with parts

  available for every Johannus organ made.

                                                  # Excluding Opus 1/7 model.

Opus 7

Sweelinck 27

Exclusive Design ‘Kabinet’
Reminiscent of the traditional European chamber organ,

the Kabinet combines timeless design, spectacular

cabinet and refined stop

selection. 38 Romantic,

38 Symphonic and 38

Baroque voices are

enhanced with a unique

speaker design to give

realistic ambiance in

any location.
JUST

ARRIVED

Opus Series



116 Series
This compact upright offers what you would expect from
Schimmel: outstanding playing and tonal qualities. Classic
design, finely contoured pilaster strips and gracefully curved
legs are characteristics of Schimmel pianos that you only find
on excellent instruments.

120 Series
The traditional sound, tuning stability and elegant playability
of this series make them a popular model for teaching.

124 Series
This new series of fine upright pianos combines four genera-
tions of piano manufacturing with classic design. Enchanting
and comfortable to play.

130 Series
The top series of the Schimmel upright line, this series
features superior touch lovingly matched to the tone. Impres-
sive power is supported by a grand-like soundboard, heavy
back-frame assembly with backposts and the action located
high above the keyboard.

125 Series / 132 Series
The Schimmel concert series have
design features such as changeable
elements above the pedals and
hydraulic fallboard breaking system
for optimum performance.
Interpretation potential of these
models are virtually inexhaustable.

Grands New SeriesUprights
Schimmel upright pianos enjoy
traditional German craftsmanship and
the best in today’s technology.
Outstanding musical qualities make
them a delight to play with powerful
grand-like bass through to sparkling
treble. Strikingly beautiful designs
combine with fine workmanship for
even the smallest detail. Schimmel
upright pianos are ideal for home,
studio and small performance areas.

Concert Series Uprights

213 Series, 189 Series and 169 Series
Experienced master piano builders devote all their skills
to the fine performance of our instruments. You simply
have to play on a Schimmel piano to listen to its full,
rich sound and to feel its fine, responsive touch.
Whether being played for a small gathering or large
audience, Schimmel pianos meet the requirements of
demanding pianists around the world.

The Schimmel grand series 213, 189 and 169 are
instruments of outstanding excellence. The structure of
their backs, soundboards, string scales, cast iron plates
and keyboard-to-action assemblies are refined to the
smallest detail and represent the finest in traditional
artistic hand craftsmanship. Other features include:
  - High efficiency resonance systems for optimal sound
  wave radiation through zones of the soundboard.
  - Wide dynamic spectrum of the resonance system and
  keyboard-and-action assembly for outstanding
  interpretation potential.
  - Three angles for the lid plus locks for top and fall and
  stable swivel casters for safety and reliability.
  - Hydraulic break to prevent the fall from slamming
  shut.

Concert Grand
CO256T
The Schimmel concert grand
piano is in a class of its own.
Slightly shorter than
traditional concert grands, yet
longer than many other grands
on the market, this instrument
is a unique delight for concert
halls, houses of worship,
institution use and for
professional and demanding
pianists. A top-quality instru-
ment with an excellent sound
and touch that make playing a
real joy.

Vogel by Schimmel
In 1882, Wilhelm Schimmel worked in the Leipzig
based company ‘Vogel and Sohn’ before started his own
manufacture. In 2003, Schimmel’s new director Mr
Hannes Schimmel-Vogel brings the name back to life.
He initiated Schimmel’s investment into a Europe based
production facility in Kalisz, Poland. Kalisz has a fine
history in piano manufacturing and is the perfect
location to manufacture the new Vogel line of
instruments, designed to satisfy discerning piano buyers
with incredible value handcrafted instruments of
European origin.

Vogel instruments are co-branded ‘by Schimmel’ and
are manufactured under strict supervision of Schimmel
staff members. They feature a Schimmel keyboard-and-
action assembly, German made hammer-heads, excellent
mountain-grown spruce soundboard, German strings,
solid wood throughout the back assembly, fine finishes
and attention to detail. The hand crafted quality is
warranted by Schimmel.

Vogel Upright Series
Compact and elegant, the 115cm Vogel upright is
comfortable, pleasant and incredible value for money.

Vogel Grand Series
Stunningly unique and impressive in performance, the
Vogel series grand pianos are now within reach. Mid-
size at 177cm, these instruments feature the latest
technology and all the detail you would expect from
Schimmel.

Please phone your local dealer for a full catalogue
plus special order options.



Since 1885Wilhelm Schimmel
(1854-1946)

Nikolaus Schimmel
(1934-)

World Class
German Hand-crafted

Upright and Grand Pianos
Distributed by:

Musico Pty Ltd 381 Canterbury Rd Ringwood VIC 3134
PH. (61 3) 9872 5122  FAX. (61 3) 9872 5127

musico@musicland.com.au

Your local dealer is:

Phone. 03 9872 5122
381 Canterbury Road, Ringwood VIC 3134

(Mel. 63 D1, Near Heatherdale Road)
www.musicland.com.au

Four Generations
of Superior Piano Manufacturing

Wilhelm Schimmel
(1854-1946)

Hannes Schimmel-Vogel

The proud owners of Schimmel pianos can give many
reasons why they chose our brand: full, rich tone and a
fine, responsive touch, classic elegance and attractive
design, choice materials and meticulous workmanship,
long life and low depreciation, confidence in the
Schimmel family name and the service provided by
Schimmel dealers.

If you were to ask us Schimmel is the world’s best selling
German-made piano, we would reply that our most
important goal is satisfied customers. Playing piano
should be an enjoyable experience, to promote forms of
musical expression and bring people together. Schimmel
pianos will enhance this experience in your home, studio
or concert venue.

Schimmel pianos today are the number one manufacturer
of upright and grand pianos in Germany. Visit your local
Schimmel dealer to experience the enjoyment of playing
a Schimmel instrument.

Germany’s #1 Piano Manufacturer

It was in 1885 when the first Schimmel
piano was built by Wilhelm Schimmel.
Inspired by a pioneer spirit and single-
minded perseverance, his goal was always
to exceed the expectations of his customers.

From that year on, the Schimmel name has
delighted the world with instruments of
distinction and beauty. They have produced
some of the most provocative designs in the
world, including the transparent ‘Plexiglass’
grand piano and the Art Edition, designed
by Otmar Alt.  In their history, the
Schimmel family have overcome the odds
to become the first among the resident
German piano manufacturers still owned
and operated by the original founding
family.

Today Schimmel celebrates its fourth
generation of family management. Their
instruments continue to present the finest
hand-crafted quality with the latest in piano
technology. With the assistance of CAPE
technology (Computer Assisted Piano
Engineering) Schimmel produce some of
the finest performance instruments in the
world.

The new selection of Schimmel pianos
include models for home, studio and
concert venue. With the addition of the
‘Vogel by Schimmel’ series these
magnificent instruments are now even more
affordable. Brilliant tone and first-class
touch make Schimmel pianos a feast for the
eyes and ears.
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